Understanding Corrosion Morphology of Duplex Stainless Steel Wire in Chloride Electrolyte
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Abstract: The corrosion morphology in grade 2205 duplex stainless steel wire was studied to understand the nature of pitting and the causes of the ferrite phase’s selective corrosion in acidic (pH 3) NaCl solutions at 60 °C. It is shown that the corrosion mechanism is always pitting, which either manifests lacy cover perforation or densely arrayed selective cavities developing selectively on the ferrite phase. Pits with a lacy metal cover form in concentrated chloride solutions, whereas the ferrite phase’s selective corrosion develops in diluted electrolytes, showing dependency on the chloride-ion concentration. The pit perforation is probabilistic and occurs on both austenite and ferrite grains. The lacy metal covers collapse in concentrated solutions but remain intact in diluted electrolytes. The collapse of the lacy metal cover happens due to hydrogen embrittlement. Pit evolution is deterministic and occurs selectively in the ferrite phase in light chloride solutions.
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1. Introduction

The corrosion of stainless steels in most engineering applications is localised. It occurs on weak points of the microstructure that possess more defective surface passive films, often resulting in pit cavities assuming various forms. Pitting corrosion has both a stochastic [1] and deterministic character [2,3]. It is stochastic (probabilistic) because, during the exposure to a corrosive, the local electrochemistry fluctuates and forms random aggressive conditions, which have been successfully mathematically explored [4,5]. Pitting is also deterministic because of the heterogeneous nature of the microstructure and surface films forming on them [6,7]. It has been well-understood that crystallographic defects, orientations, and phases trigger the passive film’s breakdown [8–10].

The corrosion of duplex stainless steel is an interesting one as the parent phases (ferrite and austenite) show different corrosion resistance [11–17]. The chemical compositions of the ferrite and austenite phases always differ, and therefore, a selective attack on either phase is a natural and expected behaviour [18]. The ferrite is usually enriched in chromium and molybdenum, whereas the austenite is enriched in nickel, manganese and nitrogen [18]. Therefore, there is always an electrode potential difference between the two phases in corrosive electrolytes, which drives galvanic intercouples to form. Kelvin probe measurements showed Volta potential differences on the order of 40–70 mV depending on the steel’s composition and heat treatment [14,15,19–25].
The ferrite phase, typically, corrodes selectively in neutral and acidic chloride-bearing media [10,15,26–29]. Ferrite forms the net anode, while austenite is the net cathode in chloride environments [14,15,25,27,30,31], but this is the opposite in sulphuric acid media [32]. The ferrite phase’s corrosion potential is lower than that of austenite, despite the higher Cr and Mo concentrations in the ferrite, if nitrogen is above 0.18%; otherwise, the opposite holds true [11–13,17]. The austenite phase is more corrosion resistant due to higher Ni and N contents, improving its passivation ability and decreasing its oxidation rate [33–35]. Cold working can furthermore lead to highly susceptible localised corrosion sites [15]. There is a different load-sharing behaviour of ferrite and austenite during plastic deformation [36,37]. The austenite phase deforms more than the ferrite phase and stores the most plastic energy causing the most severe structural alterations, such as high increases in dislocation density and stacking faults [14,15,25,27,28,30,37,38]. The austenite phase becomes then highly susceptible to localised corrosion, which can even suppress the ferrite’s selective dissolution [15,25,27,28,37]. The corrosion morphology in duplex stainless steel has not been thoroughly explained. Therefore, a clearer explanation of how duplex stainless steel corrodes in chloride-containing solutions, which form the majority of most engineering applications, is needed.

Corrosion pits in stainless steels grow preferentially beneath the metal surface and often form lacy metal covers to sustain their critical chemistry over longer times [39–42]. In such cases, the actual extent of the sub-surface pitting attack is typically difficult to determine. The occurrence of lacy cover pitting was described by Ernst et al. [42] and later mathematically modelled by Ghahari et al. [40]. The chemistry of a corrosion pit is characterised by a high concentration of aggressive anions (of up to 12 M chloride) and low pH (as low as pH 0) [41,42]. The lacy cover provides a diffusion barrier and stabilises pit growth during the early pit nucleation stage [41,42]. It has also been argued that a cover is necessary for a metastable pit to become stable since otherwise, passivation of the internal pit surface would occur [41].

Initially, hemispherical pits are formed, and then they passivate near the pit mouth [42]. Repeated undercutting events occur adjacent to these passive regions, causing further metal dissolution and leading to perforated metal covers [41,42]. Pit growth occurs through radial wave propagation across the dissolving surface [43]. When pits with a lacy cover reach a critical size, the pit cover usually collapses, resulting in an open hemispherical cavity. It has remained not fully understood why the pit cover loses its mechanical integrity that results in ruptures. The pit cover is very thin, on the order of a few micrometres, and is covered by a thick anodic oxide/hydroxide layer.

Ernst and Newman [42] claimed that perforation has a deterministic character. A critical cation concentration is needed for a pit to grow, which becomes perforated when the pit bottom has formed a metal salt layer that controls the corrosion by mass transport [42]. Questions remained as to whether the microstructure can influence perforated pit covers since defects (grain boundaries, dislocation cluster networks) or inhomogeneities (grains orientations, phases) are anticipated to influence corrosion on deterministic grounds. Furthermore, there is the question of whether and how pit perforation is formed on duplex stainless steels. Pit cover formation in duplex stainless steel was observed both under immersed aqueous corrosion conditions [44] and under atmospheric thin-film chloride-containing electrolytes [27]. However, it remained unknown whether the perforated sites were related to either the ferrite or austenite in duplex stainless steel. The ferrite phase is usually more active in chloride-containing electrolytes for grades containing ≥22% Cr and ≥5% Ni with high nitrogen contents (≥0.18% N) [10,14,15,25–31]. In chloride near-neutral and acidic solutions, the breakdown and re-passivation potentials of the ferrite phase is usually on the order of 40–70 mV lower than the austenite phases [11,16,17]. Therefore, ferritic grains typically undergo (first) selective dissolution.

Deterministic pattern evolution of pits has not been systematically investigated on microstructural grounds [41,42]. Most studies have investigated the occurrence of lacy cover pits in austenitic stainless steels [41–43,45], with far less attention paid to duplex
stainless steels [44]. Eguchi et al. studied pit growth kinetics and shape evolution on a lean-grade 2202 duplex stainless steel wire in an aqueous 1 M HCl medium and reported lacy cover pitting formation [44]. The perforation was related to the microstructure, with selectively dissolved ferrite grains forming the pit cover holes, with the hole diameters about the grain size [44]. There seems to be the view that duplex stainless steel’s corrosion is always the selective dissolution of the ferrite phase. However, the austenite phase’s selective corrosion is also possible when the electrolyte’s oxidising power is high enough to increase the electrode potential more elevated than the austenite’s breakdown potential, where the ferrite is passive [11,16,17,27]. Duplex stainless steels usually undergo selective dissolution and suffer from pitting either when the electrolyte’s oxidation power is enormous and/or when the microstructure is excessively deformed [10,14,15,27,28,30,37]. Ferrite and austenite grains can conjointly dissolve when the corrosion chemistry is highly aggressive [11,16,17,27]. Pitting and selective corrosion have been observed in duplex stainless steels. It should be made clear that the corrosion mechanism of selective corrosion is also pitting that occurs, however, preferentially on either phase. The work reported in this paper discusses the corrosion forms of duplex stainless steel in chloride-containing aqueous electrolytes and shows that pitting corrosion occurs by deterministic and probabilistic grounds depending on the chloride ion concentration. Particular focus is given to the nature of pit cover formation to understand the effect of microstructure. Stress is also given to the possible reasons for the destruction of the lacy pit cover. The aim is to foster an understanding of the corrosion mechanism of duplex stainless steel.

2. Experimental Section

The material investigated was grade 22Cr-5Ni (2205) duplex stainless steel wire [26] with a diameter of 630 µm and nominal composition of 22.5Cr, 5.5Ni, 3Mo, 1.5Mn, 0.5Si, 0.18N and further other alloying elements. The wire was electropolished in a mixture solution of 20% perchloric acid and 80% ethanol at 0 °C to remove residual surface stresses and achieve a smooth surface to facilitate surface characterisation. The microstructure was characterised using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD). The Gamry Interface 1010B potentiostat was used with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (saturated) for electrochemical polarisation measurements. NaCl solutions with a concentration of 0.01 M, 0.1 M, and 1 M at 60 ± 1 °C and pH 3 (adjusted using hydrochloric acid) was used for corrosion exposure tests. The acidic chloride electrolyte with 60 ± 1 °C was chosen because of the guaranteed onset of the electrochemical breakdown of the passive film in the studied chloride solutions. Duplex stainless steels are mostly employed in corrosive chloride-containing environments, with often seawater applications. Aqueous NaCl is a well-accepted surrogate under immersion conditions, and the temperature is set to accelerate corrosion tests. The aim is not to assess the critical conditions that lead to corrosion but instead provide a mechanistic description of the corrosion morphology that develop in chloride-containing solutions. First, the open-circuit potential (OCP) was measured in a 150 mL electrolyte for 10 min. Then, the specimen was potentiodynamically polarised from −200 mV vs. OCP to 1200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl with a scan rate of 1 mV/s to obtain local passivity breakdown before the onset of transpassive dissolution. The local breakdown was observed in all solutions below 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. The wire was then subjected to corrosion under potentiostatic control at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl for various times to achieve rapid and stable corrosion progress. The intention of the latter exposure was to guarantee rapid pit formation to achieve large pits in short times for detailed characterisation. Such an aggressive condition may not be developed in real engineering applications, but lacy cover pits can form. The potentiostatic experiments served as an accelerated test for the worst-case scenario, focusing on understanding pit morphology. It should be noted that we performed many experiments at different temperatures, pH, chloride concentration, static potentials, heat treatment, and surface finish; however, this research aims to provide a mechanistic description of the corrosion morphology in chloride-containing solution only and not to describe the pitting behaviour as a function
of environmental conditions. The reader is referred to other publications for understanding the pitting behaviour as a function of temperature [29,46–49], pH [32,50,51] or other environmental parameters [10,13,28,52–56]. After the corrosion experiments, the exposed wires were characterised using optical and electron microscopy to reveal the corrosion morphologies. Where needed, chemical analysis was performed using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) in a high-resolution SEM. We repeated the experiments a minimum of three times to achieve reproducible and statistically relevant data. Additionally, EBSD was employed to reveal the microstructural details using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a beam current of 6.0 nA. The EBSD scans were performed with a step size of 50 nm. For texture analysis, the generalised spherical harmonic series expansion method of Bunge [57] was used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure

The wire duplex microstructure consisted of an approximate ratio of 50:50 ferrite and austenite, with an average grain size of 1 µm (Figure 1). Extensive local misorientation hot spots were detected on the grain and phase boundaries, indicating stored deformation energy. The ferrite and austenite grains were elongated along the rolling direction. The pole figures and inverse pole figure (IPF) maps in Figure 1 reveal that the main texture components are (111) // normal direction (ND) for the ferrite phase; and (011) // ND for the austenite phase. Those crystallographic textures are typical for deformed and recrystallized face-centred cubic (FCC) and body-centred cubic (BCC) materials. Residual deformation strains existed in both phases, as indicated by the Kernel average misorientation (KAM) maps.

3.2. Polarisation Behaviour

The electrochemical polarisation results performed in 0.01 M, 0.1 M, and 1 M NaCl solutions at pH 3 and 60 °C are summarised in Figure 2. The passive film’s local breakdown potential at 1 M, 0.1 M and 0.01 M solutions was 550 ± 25 mV, 700 ± 25 mV, 1100 ± 25 mV, respectively. The breakdown was facilitated by increasing chloride concentration in line with other reports [2,29,46,47,58]. In all conditions, the steel was spontaneously passive with passive corrosion currents of ~10⁻⁷ A/cm². Grade 2205 duplex stainless steel is immune to pitting at room temperature and only suffers from pitting corrosion above the critical pitting temperature which is 40 °C [59]. Next, the steel was polarised at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl under potentiostatic control in the respective chloride solutions. The results are summarised in Figure 3. The currents in 0.01 M and 0.1 M chloride solutions were similar on the order of ~5 × 10⁻² A/cm², whereas, in 1 M electrolyte, the current was two orders of magnitude higher on the order of ~0.5 A/cm². In all cases, the currents rapidly rose, reaching high values, resulting in localised corrosion.

3.3. Corrosion Morphology

The corrosion morphologies were characterised under an optical microscope, depicted in Figure 3. From a macroscopic point of view, two distinctive corrosion forms were observed: (i) selective corrosion of the ferrite phase and (ii) large pit formation with perforated covers. The steel formed lacy cover pits in 0.1 M and 1 M solutions, whereas the ferrite’s preferential breakdown was seen in 0.01 M chloride solution, with the austenite remaining mainly passive. The large corrosion pits were far more extensive and progressed to bigger sizes in 1 M NaCl than in 0.1 M NaCl solution. The lacy cover pits were in dimensions on the order of 100–300 µm in diameter. The pit covers in 1 M solution mainly were damaged, but those formed in 0.1 M electrolyte remained primarily intact. The pit dissolution kinetics were more rapid in 1 M solution, leading to metal dissolution with high volumes, apparent from the larger cavity sizes.
Figure 1. EBSD analysis results showing (a) the phase distribution of ferrite (red) and austenite (blue) grains, (b) the grain orientations (IPF map) for the ferrite phase, (c) the grain orientations (IPF map) for the austenite phase, (d) local misorientation distribution (Kernel average) of the entire microstructure and (e) for the ferrite phase and (f) for the austenite phase. The pole figures in the bottom show the crystallographic texture of ferrite and austenite grains, with the colour contours showing the strength of the texture.

Figure 2. Potentiodynamic polarisation (1 mV/s) in NaCl solutions at pH 3 and 60 °C.
The selective corrosion in duplex stainless steel is well-documented [10–15,26–28,30,37,60,61]. In short, the elemental partitioning of the alloying elements into the austenite and ferrite phases lead to different corrosion and breakdown potentials. The ferrite is often the weaker phase in chloride-bearing acidic and neutral solutions, and it undergoes selective corrosion while the austenite is passive. The ferrite’s breakdown potential is lower than that of the austenite despite the higher chromium content in bulk and passive film [62,63]. The lower electrochemical nobility of the ferrite phase is also manifested by 40–70 mV less noble work functions in the ferrite phase than the austenite phase [15,56]. The reason for the higher electrochemical nobility of the austenite phase is due to high nitrogen content, which is mainly partitioned into the austenite phase.

The corrosion morphology after anodic polarisation in 1 M NaCl solution is shown in Figure 4. Large discrete corrosion pits with partially destroyed perforated metal covers (Figure 4a), having cracks on the pit cover, were seen (Figure 4b). EDX mapping was performed over a cover remnant near the pit mouth (Figure 4c), revealing intense aluminium and oxygen signals. Aluminium is an impurity element originating from metallurgical purification processes and is present with silicon in the form of oxide inclusions [64]. It seems that aluminium in the inclusions preferentially oxidised and formed thick anodic oxides on the cover surface. Interestingly, dissolved aluminium seemed to redeposit on the pit cover. Seemingly, the surface anodic oxides’ thickness and composition over the pit cover differed over the entire pit area. The perforation occurred in discrete grains without, however, resulting in the dissolution of an entire grain (Figure 4c). The perforation occurred on both ferrite and austenite grains but seemingly was influenced by the grain alignment along the rolling direction. Our results do not entirely confirm Eguchi et al., who reported pit cover perforation associated with the dissolution of whole ferritic grains of lean 2205 duplex stainless steel [44]. Our interpretation of the SEM micrographs provided in their work is that the corrosion (perforation) occurred on partial grains instead of entire grains, being in line with our observations. However, it should be noted that the chemical composition and grain size of their steel wire are different from what we investigated. So, there might be compositional and grain size effects influencing the pitting behaviour. In line with Eguchi et al. [44], our work shows that the pitting in duplex stainless steel has an undercutting nature independent of the grain size.
Pitting has the cating perforated 3.4. Pit Cover Collapse and Hydrogen Embrittlement

Figure 4. SEM images showing the corrosion morphology after potentiostatic polarisation in 1 M NaCl at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl at pH 3 and 60 °C (see Figure 3). The sample underwent extensive pitting corrosion. The micrograph in (a) shows numerous corrosion pits with partially collapsed lacy covers (SE image), (b) magnified view (BSE image), (c) zoomed view near the pit mouth on a perforated cover remnant, (d) magnified view of the perforated cover. The chemical maps depict the detected elements in the highlighted region in (c).

The discussion about grain size and orientation is interesting and essential from an application point of view. It is well-known that the work function is a function of grain orientation [65–67]. The work function has been reported to decrease with decreasing grain size due to severe drops occurring at grain boundaries due to the highly defective nature [66]. A reduction of the grain size is usually achieved by mechanical deformation of the microstructure, which increases the number of defects (dislocation, low and high angle grain boundaries, stored energy). Therefore, fine microstructures are usually more susceptible to corrosion than coarser ones. The passive film over imperfect microstructural sites is weaker than more regular lattice regions [68]. The passive film composition has been earlier demonstrated to vary depending on the grain orientation in duplex stainless steel [62]. There can be significant compositional variations with up to 20% among ferritic and austenitic grains [62]. Therefore, the corrosion resistance changes with the microstructure and the intensity of chemical heterogeneity in duplex stainless steel.

3.4. Pit Cover Collapse and Hydrogen Embrittlement

Figure 5a shows a corrosion pit (developed in 1 M solution) with a lacy cover having collapsed partially. We analysed this region with EBSD (Figure 5b–d). The local misorientation map in Figure 5c highlights strain localisation formed on the perforated cover indicating plasticity involved in the cover’s collapse (green colour code in Figure 5c). The phase map in Figure 5b shows a high density of grain boundaries, indicating heavy local plastic deformation. The phase map further indicates a large portion of ferrite around the
collapsed region, as pointed by the arrow in Figure 5b, which is unusual for the studied wire microstructure.

Figure 5. SEM/EBSD analysis over a corrosion pit formed after potentiostatic polarisation at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl in 1 M NaCl solution at pH 3 and 60 °C. The pit shows a partially collapsed perforated lacy cover. The micrograph in (a) is the BSE image, (b) the corresponding EBSD phase map with ferrite (red) and austenite (blue), (c) the corresponding local misorientation map showing strain localisation (green), and (d) shows the corresponding grain orientations. The scale bar in (a) applies to all images.

The austenite spacing of the studied microstructure is on the order of one to four grains, corresponding to a length of a maximum of 4–5 μm. However, the austenite spacing in the highlighted region is 8–10 μm. There, a lower fraction of austenite grains was detected. The austenite grains in and around the strain hot-spot site are individual and relatively apart from each other compared to regions beyond the pit sites. The crystallographic orientation map in Figure 5d demonstrates severe plastic deformation at and in the vicinity of the collapsed pit cover area. The grains are distorted and became non-isotopically shaped. Hence, the EBSD data points towards strain-induced martensite, with the martensite being indexed as ferrite. The austenite phase is metastable and transforms when high strains far above the yield point are formed [69,70]. The necessary stress to deform austenite grains in the lacy cover can only be explained by hydrogen absorption, resulting in heavy local elastic and elastic-plastic deformation [71–73]. Hence, hydrogen evolution must have occurred during pitting corrosion since no other stress evolution source in the pit cover is possible. It is characteristic for pit covers to occlude the corrosion electrolyte within the pit, facilitating acidic chemistries of pH as low as 0 [41,42,74,75]. In acidic solutions, hydrogen evolution dominates the cathodic reduction, which ultimately can be absorbed by the metal. The lacy cover is a maximum of 1–2 grains thick [39]. The surface-to-volume ratio is high, causing a large flux of hydrogen absorption in the austenite, with grain and sub-grain boundaries providing rapid access to the lattice furthermore. Therefore, the pit cover collapse is not a geometric issue but instead occurs due to hydrogen embrittlement. These observations have been made for all lacy cover pits with radii larger than 50 μm on several specimens.

The pits in Figure 4 were on the order of 100 μm in diameter. We assumed hemispherical pit morphology and calculated the metal loss by considering a pit radius of 50 μm. Hence, the metal loss associated with a pit with a 100 μm diameter is 2 ng. With Faraday’s law, the liberated charge was 155 mC, and with 140 sec of potentiostatic control, the electrochemical current was 1.11 mA. Hydrogen evolution in acidic electrolytes occurs via a two-electron transfer. However, monatomic hydrogen is produced first by which adsorbed hydrogen atoms are formed. Approximately 99% of all hydrogen formed dissipates as hydrogen gas, but ≈1% can enter the microstructure. Therefore, the amount produced per liberated charge (n = 2.19) is about 4 mM, corresponding to 400 ppm. Thus, nearly 4 ppm of atomic hydrogen entered the microstructure, causing hydrogen embrittlement to occur. It has been reported that 0.7 ppm is sufficient to cause hydrogen embrittlement of high-strength steel [76]. The duplex wire has a tensile strength of ≈1100 MPa and is susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement [64]. Therefore, the cause of the cracking and
collapse of the perforated metal cover over the corrosion pits must have been reasoned by hydrogen embrittlement.

Figure 6a shows a lacy cover pit observed after polarisation in 0.1 M NaCl solution. None of the pit covers collapsed and showed numerous perforations. As observed in the 1 M solution, the holes were not associated with any phase and evolved seemingly in a more stochastic manner on ferrite and austenite grains. Interestingly, the corrosion occurred on sub-grains and showed perforation sites smaller than the average grain size in both phases (Figure 6b,c). It remained unclear why some parts of grains remained passive during the pit evolution. Grains from the ferrite and the austenite phase showed similar behaviour. It seems that the corrosion chemistry was aggressive so that no selective dissolution of any phase occurred. Pit cover formation is, however, influenced by the grain alignment as seen in corrosion in the 1 M NaCl electrolyte.

Figure 6. SEM analysis after potentiostatic polarisation in 0.1 M NaCl solution at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl at pH 3 and 60 °C. The SE image in (a) shows a perforated pit with a non-collapsed pit cover. The SE image in (b) provides a magnified view on the perforation. The image in (c) shows the same region with BSE signals. The perforation occurred on grains of both phases by a partial attack. The scale bar in (b) also applies to (c).

Figures 7 and 8 summarise SEM and EDX analyses performed over the specimen after polarisation in 0.01 M NaCl solution. Here, no macroscopic pit cavity occurred, and only selective corrosion of the ferrite phase was observed, which progressed along the processing direction along the wire. The preferential dissolution front often spanned over the entire exposed wire surface with multiple initiation sites, with numerous densely arrayed pits forming the corrosion front of selective corrosion. The ferrite’s selective dissolution in grade 2205 duplex stainless steel has often been reported [10,15,27,28,30,37,62]. There seemed to be minor corrosion undercutting events on some sites within the selectively corroded ferrite, which spanned over a few grains perpendicular to the processing direction, as noticeable from the backscattered electron signals in Figures 7 and 8, which yield information from
were formed along the corroded ferrite grains indicating selective dissolution of Al, Si, and N. Some minor undercutting of the selectively corroded wire were not deep as earlier observed on the same metal subjected to atmospheric corrosion for up to two years [26].

**Figure 7.** SEM and EDX analysis over a selectively corroded region after potentiostatic polarisation in 0.01 M NaCl at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl at pH 3 and 60 °C. The ferrite phase underwent selective corrosion. Corrosion products (Al-Si-N-O) were formed along the corroded ferrite grains indicating selective dissolution of Al, Si, and N. Some minor undercutting dissolutions are also seen, showing fewer signals for Fe, Cr, Ni, and Mo. The rolling direction is directed to the horizontal axis of the images. The scale bar in the SE image applies to all images.

**Figure 8.** SEM and EDX analysis over a selectively corroded region after potentiostatic polarisation in 0.01 M NaCl at 900 mV vs. Ag/AgCl at pH 3 and 60 °C. The images show that selective corrosion of the ferrite phase proceeded by the initiation of individual corrosion pits along the rolling direction (horizontal axis of the images). The scale bar in the chemical maps also applies to the SEM images.
3.5. Selective Corrosion

The corrosion nature of both phases depends not only on the potential differences between the two phases but more on the environment’s corrosivity. The environment dictates the phases’ anodic potentials, and active, passive, and pitting behaviour for both phases in duplex stainless steels has been reported [11,16,27,32]. However, stainless steels are spontaneously passive in most chloride-containing electrolytes without the presence of passivating agents such as sulphates or nitrates, and therefore activation of duplex stainless steel does usually not occur. The oxidising power of most engineering applications (no crevice effects) is not sufficient to activate duplex stainless steel so that only pitting forms. In sulphuric acid environments, duplex stainless steel can be activated, and it has been shown that the active-to-passive behaviour of the ferrite phase occurs 50–100 mV earlier than that of the austenite phase [11–13,17]. Therefore, selective corrosion of the ferrite phase in chloride solutions must occur via multiple pitting events, as demonstrated by the SEM micrographs (Figures 4 and 6–8). Hence, the ferrite’s selective dissolution proceeded by the numerous formation sites of tiny pits, which laterally coincided (Figure 8). The mechanism of selective dissolution of the ferrite phase is not through its activation, which would cause an ‘etching effect’ of the entire ferrite phase, but is instead via a pitting mechanism. It seems that the corrosion progressed by discrete pit evolution on the ferrite phase and by undercutting events along the ferrite grains along the rolling direction, with both probably coinciding. The corrosion advanced below the surface and demonstrated the propensity for duplex stainless steel to develop undercutting metal dissolution. It seems that lateral growth is more preferred (across the processing direction) than growing towards depth. Hence, lacy cover pits only set if the corrosion electrochemistry is harsh, which occurred in more concentrated electrolytes as described above. The detected corrosion products were mainly aluminium and silicon oxides, stemming from inclusions and were produced within the corrosion front’s anodic sites. Apparently, corrosion was favoured around the inclusions, and interestingly, the inclusions were circumvented in ferritic grains. It is well-known that inclusions form incoherent boundaries with their neighbouring matrix causing preferential corrosion attack via a crevice-like mechanism [77].

3.6. Final Remarks

The pitting corrosion observed in the studied duplex stainless steel wire represents other material types of duplex stainless steel. We also observed lacy cover pitting corrosion in plate and sheet materials. However, the magnitude and propensity of the corrosion are seemingly higher in wire materials than in plates and sheets due to the higher stored energy in the microstructure. Furthermore, lacy cover pits with large dimensions are only possible under immersed conditions. The more common corrosion morphology that may occur in practice is a selective attack on the ferrite phase. The work reported here sheds light on the corrosion mechanism of duplex stainless steel. Above the critical pitting temperature, the chloride concentration determines the corrosion morphology and the severity of the corrosion attack. Hence, selective dissolution is less detrimental than lacy cover pitting. As a result, duplex stainless steels are superior corrosion resistant to single-phase stainless steel with counterpart chemical composition.

4. Conclusions

- The corrosion morphology of duplex stainless steel depends on the electrolyte’s corrosivity, which promotes either the evolution of selective corrosion of usually the ferrite phase or pits with perforated lacy covers.
- Perforated lacy metal pit covers are formed when the electrolyte is aggressive.
- Lacy cover pitting is not favoured when the chloride-ion concentration is below a threshold at which the ferrite phase’s selective dissolution occurs.
- The perforation of lacy pit covers is not associated with either the ferrite or austenite phase.
- Lacy cover pit formation occurs stochastically on grains of both phases but is influenced by the material’s processing orientation.
• The ferrite phase’s selective corrosion occurs by simultaneous pit evolution and undercutting events of a grown pit along the rolling direction.

• The collapse of the lacy pit cover is due to hydrogen embrittlement.
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